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📣 Paper 3 has been removed from NET from 2018 (Noti�ication [https://www.examrace.com/NTA-
UGC-NET/NTA-UGC-NET-Updates/NEWS-UGC-NET-Exam-Changes-2018.htm])- now paper 2 and 3
syllabus is included in paper 2. Practice both paper 2 and 3 from past papers.

NTA NET Psychology June 2019 Part 6: Explanations at
Doorsteptutor. Com

56. Which of the following sequences of decision making perspectives of prosocial behavior is correct?

1. Perceived need◊ taking personal responsibility◊ weighting the costs and bene�its◊ deciding how to
help◊ help is given

2. Taking personal responsibility◊ deciding how to help◊ help is given◊ weighting the cost and
bene�its-◊ perceived need

3. Weighting the cost and bene�its◊ perceived need◊ deciding to help◊ help is given◊ taking personal
responsibility

4. Perceived need◊ weighting the costs and bene�its◊ deciding how to help◊ taking personal
responsibility◊ helps is given

57. The vicious circles that maintain depression, loneliness and shyness can be broken by social skill
training by positive experience that after self-perception by changing negative thought patterns. This is
the perception of which social-psychological approach to treatment?

1. Social skills training

2. Explanatory style therapy

3. Internal attribution

4. Social in�luence

58. Which of the following is true about radio immunological assays?

1. These are methods to measure hormones

2. These methods were discovered by Jay Tepperman

3. These are anatomical methods

4. These measure brain structures

59. Match list I with list II:

List	I	(Psychologist) List	II	(Concept)

a) Carol Ryff i. Psychological wellbeing
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Title:	Table	of	Match	List

b) Seligman ii. Signature strength

c) Victor Frankl iii. Post traumatic growth

d) Suler iv. Online inhibition effect

Choose the correct option from those given below:

1. (a) - (i) ; (b) - (ii) ; (c) - (iii) ; (d) - (iv)

2. (a) - (ii) , (b) - (iv) ; (c) - (i) ; (d) - (iii)

3. (a) - (iii) ; (b) - (i) ; (c) - (iv) ; (d) - (ii)

4. (a) - (iv) ; (b) - (iii) ; (c) - (ii) ; (d) - (i)

60. Given below are two statements one labeled as Assertion (A) and other labeled as Reason (R) .
Read the statements.

Assertion (A) : In simple regression analysis, if the value of one regression coef�icient is less than 1.00,
the value of second regression coef�icient has to be less than 1.00

Reason (R) : The correlation between two variables x and y is equal to the geometric mean between
the two regression coef�icients.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

1. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)

2. Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)

3. (A) is true but (R) is false

4. (A) is false but (R) is true

61. Which of the following is the degenerative disease accompanied by amnesia caused by
frontotemporal lobular degeneration and depression?

1. Alzheimer՚s disease

2. Parkinsons՚s disease

3. Pick՚s disease

4. Huntigton՚s disease

62. The quotation, “People believe good things should happen to good people and bad things happen
to bad people” , represents

1. Blank-out hypothesis

2. Just world hypothesis

3. Karma hypothesis

4. Retribution hypothesis
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63. A competent and well performing female middle level manager did not consider herself for the
position of senior manager thinking that females are not suitable for such high positions. This is a
typical example of which of the following?

1. Glass-ceiling phenomenon

2. Low motivation to approach success

3. Gender discrimination

4. High motivation to avoid failure

64. The major function of parathyroid is to maintain the level of

1. Calcium in the blood

2. Proteins in the blood

3. Vitamin D in the blood

4. Gluco-corticoids in blood

65. Match list I with list II:

Title:	Table	of	Match	List

List	I	(Type	of	skin	receptors) List	II	(Sensory	function)

a) Meismer՚s corpuscles i. Cold

b) Parcinian corpuscles ii. Pain

c) Lrauser՚s end bulbs iii. Touch

d) Free nerve ending iv. Pressure

Choose the correct option from those given below:

1. (a) - (ii) ; (b) - (iv) ; (c) - (iii) ; (d) - (i)

2. (a) - (iii) , (b) - (iv) ; (c) - (i) ; (d) - (ii)

3. (a) - (iv) ; (b) - (i) ; (c) - (ii) ; (d) - (iii)

4. (a) - (iv) ; (b) - (ii) ; (c) - (iii) ; (d) - (i)

66. Limbic system, basal ganglia and corpus striatum are parts of which section of brain?

1. Mid brain

2. Hind brain

3. Telencephalon

4. Diencephalon

67. Given below are two statements one labeled as Assertion (A) and other labeled as Reason (R) .
Read the statements.
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Assertion (A) : Focus group involves unstructured interview

Reason (R) : Focus group involves interaction among participants moderated by the researcher, as a
source of data.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

1. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)

2. Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)

3. (A) is true but (R) is false

4. (A) is false but (R) is true

68. Given below are two statements one labeled as Assertion (A) and other labeled as Reason (R) .
Read the statements.

Assertion (A) : Mental stress may cause mental ischemia

Reason (R) : Stress unfavorably affects the balance between cardiac demand and supply.

Choose the correct answer from the options given below:

1. Both (A) and (R) are true and (R) is the correct explanation of (A)

2. Both (A) and (R) are true but (R) is not the correct explanation of (A)

3. (A) is true but (R) is false

4. (A) is false but (R) is true

69. Match list I with list II:

Title:	Table	of	Match	List

List	I	(Concept) List	II	(Description)

a) Big C creativity i. Creativity of eminence

b) Little C creativity ii. Creativity of everyday life recognized by others

c) Multi C creativity iii. Subjective and personal form of day to day creativity

d) Pro C creativity iv. Professional creativity which has not attained status of eminence

Choose the correct option from those given below:

1. (a) - (i) ; (b) - (ii) ; (c) - (iii) ; (d) - (iv)

2. (a) - (ii) , (b) - (i) ; (c) - (iv) ; (d) - (iii)

3. (a) - (iii) ; (b) - (iv) ; (c) - (i) ; (d) - (ii)

4. (a) - (iv) ; (b) - (iii) ; (c) - (ii) ; (d) - (i)


